5 Star Hotels In Burnaby
5 Star Hotels In Burnaby - The responsibility for guarding the entry of a hotel belongs to the hotel doorman. Doormen may also
work within apartment buildings, nightclubs or large business buildings. Another term "doorkeeper" is related to doorman and
refers to the individual responsible for guarding the door and allowing or denying entrance to people who want access to a
building. Until the post was abolished in the year 1995, the United States House of Representatives had an official doorkeeper on
the premises.
Those who reside within larger apartments usually benefit from the added safety provided by having a doorman. Though the
duties and responsibilities of the doorman are not the same as a security guard, he normally does provide added building
protection. A great doorman recognizes and gets to know the residents in the apartment and normally those friends and relatives
who frequently visit them. Being alert and recognizing people who live on the premises allows the doorman to be able to know
anybody going in the building who should not be there.
When the doorman is in regular employment at an apartment, it is normally customary to give a seasonal tip. This tip could be
done cooperatively or separately, depending on how large or small the building is. It is also customary for friends and relatives to
offer a one or two dollar tip too.
However, the doorman whos responsibility for protecting businesses do not require a tip. The doorman is normally the initial
contact when entering a building and must be capable of providing information about the local area. In many places, the doorman
has been replaced by a help desk, a concierge or security desk personnel close to the entrance of the building. In several
companies, customers might only be permitted access to several parts of the building if they have a real need to be there, such as
an appointment for example. These staff help to keep the building much safer by turning away those who don't have a legitimate
reason to be inside a building.
Often, the hotel doorman likewise serves as a porter. They may assist individuals from their cars to the reception desk and
likewise carry their luggage to rooms. In other cases, the hotel doorman simply opens the hotel door and ushers people inside.
The term doorman is usually synonymous with usher in the movie theatres. An usher is a person who guides people to their seats
or check theatre tickets at the door so as to make certain the customer has truly purchased a ticket to see the show. Ushers may
perform additional responsibilities like asking disorderly guests to leave the theatre or quiet down, ensure no body is illegally
recording films and keeping the theatres clean.
5 Star Hotels In Burnaby - Another form of the traditional doorman is the task of greeting the patrons. "Greeters" grant store
access by saying hello and acknowledging customers going in a store. Their main task is to welcome all the patrons rather than
restricting entry. It is common to see a greeter on auto lots and within stores such as Wal-Mart.
The doorman working within a bar or nightclub is normally referred to as a bouncer. Their responsibility is to admit new people
and to escort out those undesirable patrons. Their main focus is providing a secure and safe atmosphere for guests.

